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The Evolution of Color Management
VT recently upgraded to the most powerful and
complete digital proofing solution available to
the graphic arts industry. With the acquisition of
an Epson Stylus Pro 9900, VT has expanded its
arsenal of printing devices to include next generation proofing capability.

The enhanced capability means that the colors
used in the proofs clients review will be the most
accurate match to color standards possible. Clients will have a state-of-the-art tool for developing their color objectives and setting benchmarks
for the use of color in flexographic and digital
printing.
Using the latest in photographic ink jet technology including the latest generation of print
heads and unique High Dynamic Range (HDR)
pigment, The Pro 9900 produces proofs with
unsurpassed color accuracy. The Epson UltraChrome HDR Ink creates the widest color gamut
ever, especially within the midtone-to-highlight
color ranges by utilizing ten colors, including Orange and Green.

Used with Epson AccuPhoto HDR screening
technology, the level of print quality is raised
dramatically, setting a new benchmark for photographic accuracy, color and clarity. The printer
uses three-level black ink technology. Black, light
black, and light light black inks are used simultaneously, significantly improving the gray balance.
Highlight-to-shadow details are extremely accurate and tonal ranges are smoother.
VT has also augmented its color management
capability with the purchase of a X-Rite Spectrodensitometer 939.

This highly intricate device is a combination of a
densitometer, a colorimeter and a spectrophotometer that accurately evaluates color measurements against clients’ standards and tolerances. It
measures optical density and color values of images and includes functions for measuring paper
tones and various other special color values. This
is the ultimate graphics tool designed to assess
color accuracy in the proofing and the printing
of your packaging. The X-Rite 939 is the most
precise, intelligent QC tool for measuring and
controlling color in printing, packaging, converting, ink formulation or digital imaging operations.
Continued on page 2

Studies reveal that most Americans
engage in physical fitness only once in a while.
Others don’t even exercise at all. And yet, about
a quarter are able to find time to go the gym and
sweat it out to their heart’s delight. How could
they?
It’s easy to start a lifestyle of fitness. What’s difficult is how to be consistent with it. Most people
would spend money to enroll in gym memberships or buy fitness equipment only to quit as
soon as they start. Either they are too busy that
they could no longer find time to keep it going
or they quickly lose their interest due to lack of
motivation.
In order to stay motivated, try to set some fitness
goals and write them on paper. Putting them
down on paper gives them more weight than just
saying things to yourself. Be specific and realistic
with your goals. Instead of telling yourself that
I will start working out in a gym next week and
build some muscles, try writing it down in paper
as I will start working out in a gym next week, 3
times a week, Monday...Wednesday...and Friday, after work. Setting unrealistic goals may lead
to disappointment and frustration. Exercise can
give you a healthier body and add a certain glow,
but it won’t catch you a lover or turn you into a
celebrity or supermodel.
Setting aside a specific regular time for your fitness
regimen is important to keep your enthusiasm going. The number one reason why most people,
especially women, don’t exercise is because
they’re too busy doing things for other people:
their spouse, their kids, their boss. Make a plan
or schedule for all the little stumbling blocks that
usually get in the way and incorporate your time
for exercise into your daily routine. Be sure to
follow it and stick to it. Continued on page 3
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Utilizing this advanced technology, coupled
with X-Rite’s newest Color Master Quality Assurance software (QA II) allows VT’s color
experts to support customer efforts to accurately
manage their color requirements from the initial
proofing stage on through to final production
with unsurpassed efficiency and accuracy. VT
is committed to helping companies measure,
analyze, control and communicate their color,
using innovative techniques and state-of-the-art
technology. Companies allocate tremendous
resources to build and maintain brand recognition through color. VT specializes in providing
companies with color management support so
that brand equity is maintained and strengthened
in the global marketplace.
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Color a Powerful Tool
Most of the data that we process everyday regarding our physical surroundings is acquired through our
eyes. Vision is by far the most dominant of our senses.
In fact, studies have shown that people form intuitive
opinions about people, places and things within 90
seconds after first observing them. Although smell,
touch, sound and taste can sometimes play a part, the
overwhelming factor influencing that opinion is color
alone. Marketing research studies have concluded
that vision accounts for about 80% of the information we absorb through the senses. That conclusion
coupled with the findings that over 70% of consumer
purchasing decisions are made in-store, highlights the
importance of choosing the right color for use in your
logo and packaging.
Color is a powerful tool that can affect people’s
mood and behavior. The color of a room can energize or calm those present, increase or suppress
their appetite and even make them more susceptible
to purchasing a product or service. It’s no wonder
that corporate marketing departments devote so many
resources to studying the nuances of color used in
their logos, websites and packaging. Marketing departments around the world consult the volumes of
published research papers and books examining the
psychology of color and its effect on human behavior,
as well as conduct their own research prior to determining the colors used to market their companies and
products.
The auto industry probably spends more time and
money researching and identifying current color
trends and its effect on buying decisions than any
other industry. This is a far cry from the famous Henry
Ford quote that “Any customer can have a car painted any color that he wants so long as it is black.” The
generally accepted opinion is that you can learn quite
a bit about which colors are the most popular at any
given time by just observing the offerings at car dealers. However, today’s international car manufacturers
with an eye to controlling costs limit the number of
colors offered to those that are globally appealing. If
your target market was just North America or Western Europe, the assortment of car colors could be
quite different. That’s why you must have of a clear
perception of your target audience when choosing
colors for use in your marketing plan.
The selection of colors or a color scheme for use in
your marketing materials should not be based solely
on improving appearance, but also on how a specific
color might actually impact a person’s behavior toward that product.

If your intended audience is global, you must take
cultural differences into account. The color white is
associated with death and mourning in many Asian
countries. Brides wear red in India and China and
baby boys in Belgium are dressed in pink, while baby
girls wear blue.
The selection of and consistent use of a specific
color for your logo or brand over time can become
an incredibly significant device for communicating
and reinforcing your identity. A good example of
this would be Coca-Cola. Coca-Cola is one of the
world’s foremost beverage companies and its brand
logo is one of the most recognized on the planet. Its
logo and cans have remained the same color for so
long that most people immediately associate the color
red with the product whenever the name Coco-Cola
is mentioned.

usual for companies to imitate a successful brand logo
and color in the hopes of increasing sales by causing
confusion in the marketplace. Admired companies
are very protective of their brand logos and colors,
often defending against infringement by initiating legal action. One such example is the famous Apple
Corps. Vs. Apple Computer case. Apple Corps,
the owner of the Beatles record label Apple Records
brought suit against Apple Computer for trademark
infringement. The suit was settled in 1981 with a payment of $80,000 to Apple Corps and an agreement
that Apple Computer would never enter the music
business. When Apple Computer introduced the
iPod and the iTunes Music Store, they were sued for
breach of contract which ultimately resulted in them
buying out Apple Corps’ trademark rights in 2007
for a reported $500 million.

Choose wisely when selecting colors for your corporate identity and packaging. It’s vital that you know
your target audience and have some knowledge regarding the psychology of color so your color choices
produce favorable impressions. Do your research to
find out what colors are trendy. Consult designers’
and auto manufacturers’ websites for current popular colors. No matter which color you choose, keep
careful watch and exercise tight control over its use
in all marketing media. Different tones and hues can
have vastly different connotations. If your colors are
not used consistently, consumers can become confused. You will fail to build any connection between
color and brand and could possibly open the door
for other companies to encroach on your color.
Pantone LLC, a subsidiary of X-Rite, Inc. is the leading worldwide authority on color and an excellent source for information.

This is the type of nonverbal communication that most
companies strive to build and protect. It is not un-
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Biking to work or taking a walk to do errands
make a great deal in adding physical activity to
your lifestyle. Treat exercise as a social event by
joining a group or being with a workout buddy.
Camaraderie helps in keeping the spirits up.
Make family time a lot of fun by playing catch
or kick with your kids, or swimming together in a
lake or pool.
Routine variations help, such as working on several activities during the week will help develop
different sets of muscles and skills. While athletes
do this for cross-training, one doesn’t have to be
in training to enjoy the benefits of mixing different
sports, such as running, biking, and swimming.
When fatigue interferes with your desire to workout, something may be wrong with your eating
habits. Eating small meals frequently throughout
the day is much better than skipping a meal,
say lunch, and then eat a big dinner. Starving
yourself affects your brain and leads to fatigue.
However, eating too much at once slows your
metabolism and makes you feel sloppy. On the
other hand, eating frequently keeps your blood
sugar level constant and maintains your energy
level up. High-protein and high-fiber foods such
as nuts and fruit are a good snack to give yourself
a boost.
Treat yourself with rewards whenever you complete a cycle of your schedule, say every month,
buy yourself something to encourage you for
your effort. Some experts suggest putting a small
amount of money in a jar every time you work
out. At the end of the year, use your collected
cash to buy something just for you.
Being consistent helps you become motivated.
And the more you exercise, the easier it gets.
Building more strength helps muscles develop
more mitochondria, the cell parts that turn sugar
into energy. The more mitochondria you have,
the harder you can exert yourself. You also increase the number of capillaries which helps the
oxygen flow to your muscles to provide more
energy.
As you continue being faithful with your schedule and goals, the changes may not be visible at
once. Most of these bodily changes are invisible
but they are happening and are important in laying
the groundwork for a strong, healthy physique.
As the cliche goes, ìno pain, no gain. Stick to it
and you will soon realize that everything will fall
into its proper places.

